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The goal of this paper is to prove the equivalence of properly defined 
moduli of functions and the Peetre K-functional K( t”, S) = inf{ IiS- g/l, + 
ik // U’kg’k’ll,: g} for a wide class of weights ~7. The paper continues the 
investigations of Ditzian [3] and Totik [12] and shows that the moduii 
used by both authors are in many cases equivalent to the moduli 
introduced in [7]. Proximate inequalities between the AI-functionals for 
different weights are derived. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We deal with functions defined on the (finite or infinite) interval [Q, 61. 
Let L,[a, b] ( 1 < p ,< a ) be the set of all classes of measurable functions ,f 
for which 
IIJfll, = llfllp[a.6] = 
let C[n, 61 be the set of all continuous functions in [a, 6] with a norm 
and let W;(bt,) (I 6 p < co, k natural) be the set of all functions which 
are locally absolutely continuous together with g’, . . . . gtk ~ I) and 
1~ W”g’“‘ll, < “3, where the weight 11: is continuous and locally positive in 
[a, b]. Here and throughout “locally” means that t.he property is fulfilled jn 
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every subinterval [a’, 6’1 (a < a’ <b’< 6) of the interval [a, 61. The 
weighted Peetre K-functional for the function f is given by 
=inf{ilf-gl/,+ tkIjwkg(k)llp: gE We>. (1.1) 
Let us underline that we require f~ L, + W~(w ), i.e., f =fO + fi for some 
f0 E L,, fi E We, and therefore fe Lp,,oc[a, b] ; but in general f will not 
belong to L,[a, b]. 
The weighted K-functional has proved useful in the characterization of 
many approximating processes. More precisely, the equivalence 
II./- wL&Lb, = 0(n-“) - K(P, f; L,[a, b], w;(w)) = O(f), (1.2) 
0 < c( -C k, holds true when : 
(a) M, is the operator of best approximation in L,[a, b] by 
algebraic polynomials of degree n, W(.+J~, 1 Qp6 u3, 
p = a, natural k; 
(b) M,, f are Bernstein polynomials, [a, 61 = [0, 11, W(X) = 
~~,p=mJ= a/2, k = 2 (Berens and Lorentz [ 11, Ditzian [4] ); 
(c) MJ are Kantorovich polynomials, [a, b] = [0, 11, W(X) = 
,,/m, 16 p < co, /I = 1x/2, k = 2 (Grundmann [6], Muller [lo]); 
(d) M,,f are Szasz-Mirakjan (W(X) = &) or Baskakov (W(X) = 
,/(.x + x2)) operators, [a, b] = [O, co)), p = cc, j = a/2, k = 2 (Totik [ 131). 
Many other examples for the validity of (1.2) with different M, can be 
given. 
But, when we want to calculate the degree of approximation of a given 
function f, the equivalence (1.2) is not very useful-the class of functions 
for which one can evaluate directly the infimum in (1.1) is rather narrow. 
Fortunately, the K-functionals are equivalent to moduli of smoothness 
which are easier to compute. In the case W(X) 3 1 the equivalence 
c(k) Wk(f; +=(fk, f; L,, W,k(l))Gcc(kh(f; 'Jp 
is well known, where the moduli of smoothness are given by 
(1.3) 
q(f; t),=sup(Ild~fll,:O<h~ l}. 
Equivalence (1.3) was extended with suitably defined moduli for different 
types of weights by Ditzian [3] (w(x) =A?, XE [0, 11, natural k) and 
Totik [ 121 (k = 2 and w twice locally differentiable). In this paper we use 
other kinds of moduli to establish an analog of (1.3) for the K-functionals 
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(1.1). These moduli were introduced by the author [S] to characterize the 
best algebraic approximations and the approximations by Bernstein 
polynomials. 
During the preparation of the manuscript we learned that Ditzian and 
Totik also generalized in [5] the results from [3] and [I 121. Many 
applications of the weighted Peetre K-functionals in approximation theory 
are also given in [S]. 
The moduli we shall use (see [7, 8.91) are given by 
where 
and dij(x) = x:=0 (-l)“-’ (:)f(x + i/z) if X, x + kh E [o, 6] and 
dzf(x) =0 otherwise. Here ri/ is a continuous positive function of x in 
[a, b] for any TV (0, t,]. 
The main result of the paper is 
c(k. w) r&-; $(t))P,P < Iqt”. f; L,, Uya,) 
6 c(k, H’) tJ.f; $ail,.,? (1.4) 
where the connection between w and $ is given by (3.1 I ). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 we describe different 
types of weights and give some of their properties. Inequalities for moduli 
of differentiable functions and the proof of the first inequaiity in (1.4) are 
given in Section 4. Following the ideas in 193 we construct appropriate 
intermediate functions and complete the proof of (1.4) in Section 5. Various 
kinds of properties of the moduli are derived in Section 6 as a consequence 
of the previous results. Proximate inequalities between the K-functionals 
corresponding to different weights are obtained in Section 7. 
2. PRILIMINARIES 
In the paper 1 < p, q < ,x, l/p + l/p’ = 1; /I, t, ~7 = const > 0; k is natural; 
p is a fixed CX(R) function such that p(x) = 0 for x 6 0, ,u(xj = 1 for s3 1, 
and 0 < ,u(x) < 1 for 0 < x < 1; c denotes a positive number which may be 
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different at each occurence. The exact dependence of c on the other 
parameters is explicitly given. With A, A’, A,, . . . we denote constants 
preserving their values throughout the paper. 
Two functions, v and U, are associated with the weight ~1 in 
neighbourhoods of the end-points a and b. Let a and b be finite. Consider a 
neighbourhood [a, d] of a or [d, b] of 6; we denote v(x) = x/w(a + x) for 
SE (0, d-a] or D(X) = x/w(b-x) for XE (0, b-d], respectively. u is the 
inverse function to r, i.e., u(u(x)) = v(u(x)) =x. In the case u will be used a 
and b will be finite, v will be continuous, strictly monotone, and c(0) = 0. 
For a = 0 the functions u and 11’ are connected by 
U(X) = 11(24(g) t~(74(+~jj = xbif24(xj). 
For infinite end points we set v(x) =X/U(X) (b = CXJ) or D(X) = x/~v( -xj 
(a= -a) for XE [d, co), d>O. 
Different forms of Minkowski’s and Holder’s inequalities will often be 
used without explicit mention. 
Let H,, be the set of all algebraic polynomials of degree not greater than 
n and let 
E,,(f 1 pCn,bl = inf{ llf- Qllpco,bl : Q E HE) 
denote the best algebraic approximation offin L,[a, b]. 
The inequality 
-L l(f)pca.bl 6 c(k) mk(f; (b - a)/k)pCa. bl 3 (2.1) 
known as Whitney’s theorem, was proved by H. Whitney [ 141 for p = cc 
and f~ C[a, b] and was extended by Y. A. Brudnii [Z] for 16 p < l~ and 
f~ L,[a, b] ([a, b] finite). 
We assume the properties of wli(f; t)P are known. 
LEMMA 2.1. 
rAf+ g; WH,,, d r,if; W),., + r/c(g; W))q,p. 
r,dd; Il/(t)),,p = I4 Tk(fi e(t)),., (real a). 
rx-(f; VW),., d rx-(f; ti(t)Lp if l<q<r<a. 
This lemma follows directly from the definition of T moduli. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf we assume that f(z) =0 in (2.6) or ffk)(z)=O in (2.7) 
tvhen z does not belong to [a, b], then 
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0,tf, .~;hj,< If(x)\ +c(k) (2kh)-L i‘*” 
! 
I:4 
If(.~+~jl”dj.~ a.e., (2.6 i 
’ -kh 
Proof We get (2.5) and (2.6) from the definition. To prove (2.7) we 
proceed as follows, 
J 
-k; 
<c(k)z”-’ lf(kJ(X+ j’)l Ci$’ o 
and 
o,(f; x; h)Z = (2h)-’ J-” (IA”f(x)l” + IA”,f(.Y)l”) ii-: 
0 
._ 
<am -’ & zky-’ s’ (If’k’(.u+ r’)l” 
+ If’“‘(x - j,)l”) dy dr 
<c(ky(2h)-l jkh (If’kb(.~+ J,)I” 
0 
Let US denote by N,(x) the normalized B-spline of degree k - 1 with 
nodes 0, 1, . . . . k (see [ll, pp. 134-1371). Then Nkg Ck-Z(R), Nk(xf=Q for 
xd0 or x>,k, jZz Nk(x)dx= 1, and 
O<lt’,(x)<min{x”~‘; (k-x)kp’]/(k- I )! for x E (0, k). (2.8) 
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The connection between B-splines and finite differences is given by 
d;f(x) = h”- l JIh Nk( y/h) pyx + y) dy. (2.9) 
The following lemma and (2.4) show that moduli rk(f; $(t)),,, can be 
considered as a generalization of the moduli of smoothness ok(f; f)p. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let f E L,[a, b], $(t, x) = t for euery XE [a, b], and 
0 < t < (b - a)/(2k) if [a, b] is a finite internal. Then 
T/U; t),,, d mAf; tlP G c(k) ~,(f; t),.,. 
For a finite interval this is Theorem 3.1 in [S]. The proof for an infinite 
interval is similar but simpler. 
The following embedding lemma will be extensively used (see Lemma 2.1 
in [3] or Lemma 2.2 in [9]). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let [a, b] be finite and ge W:(l). Then for each 
j=O, 1 , . . . . k we haue 
(b - a)‘11 g(j)11 p[a,bl G 4k)CII &a,b, + (b - alk II gik’llpCn.611. 
3. BEHAVIOUR OF THE WEIGHT NEAR THE END-POINTS 
The weight w is assumed to be continuous and locally positive. Therefore 
IV is bounded from zero and infinity in every closed subinterval of the 
interior of [a, b]. But w may tend to 0 or CG at the end-points of the 
domain. In this section we describe different types of behaviour allowed to 
the weight. For defining these types we shall work with the neighbourhood 
[0, d] (0 < d < cc ) of the point 0 and the neighbourhood [d, CD) (d < CC) 
of the point DZ as representatives of the cases of finite and infinite 
end-points, respectively. The results for the other end-points can be derived 
mutatis mutandis. 
In the neighbourhood [0, d] of the end-point 0 w will satisfy one of the 
following three types of conditions. 
Type 1. IV is non-decreasing, v is strictly increasing in [0, d], and 
v(O) = lim, _ 0 v(x) = 0. 
The weights w(x)=xJLJlogxJB (a=0 or O<cr<l and PER or a=1 and 
/I ~0) are of this type. In this case u is increasing, u(0) =O, and 
O,(w(O)<m 
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For 0 -=c I6 u(d) we set 
I)( t, 21) = tnqx + u(t)) (3:!i 
assuming that W(X) =~(d) for x>d if 12: is not defined in [d7 ad]. 
ProoJ AK(X) = is/v(Ax) > LY/v(/~x) = wf2.y j. The same for e!. We set 
J‘ = U(X), x = l;( ~9). Then v(~(Ax)) = Ax = Av(~J > u(S.!Ll) = c(Au(.x-)) and hence 
u(k) >, h(x). 1 
Proof; For z 2 u(t) we have ,7 = v(z) w(z) 2 v(u(t)) n,(z) = rw(z,i. 
Therefore $(r, x) = ~W(X +u(r)) <x + u(t) and 1.x - J\ d (x -5 u(r))/2 Using 
Property 1.1 we get 
and 
$(t, x) = fw(x + u(t)) < tr2(2( J’+ u(t))) < 2$(t? y). 
If .u>Zu(r) then ?,1,~-(x+tl(t))i2~xi4. 1 
Sometimes we shall require IZ’ to satisfy the additional conditions 
‘-Y I&.. 
1 ~1 (I’) y-l dydA,uk(x) for every x E (0, d], 
(3.2 ] o 
or 
ff(;lX) <c(A) u(x) for any x>O, %> 1. /ixdd. (3.3) 
One can show that conditions (3.2) and (3.3) are equivalent; that is, 1%’ 
satisfies (3.2) iff it satisfies (3.3), but we shall not make use of this. 
PROPERTY 1.3. Let A> 1 and let M’ satis’i (3.3). The?! 
A$(t, x) < $(E.t, x) $ c(A) Ijet, x) 
and 
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ProoJ: We have U(L) d u(llt), IV(X + u(t) j < \V(X + u(At)), and hence 
@(t, x)<$(At, x). From (3.3) and Property 1.1 we get @(At, x) = 
h-(x + u(h)) d /2tw(x + c(A) u(t)) < h(c(ll)(x + u(t))) < c(A) 
rn(x + u(t)) = c(n) $(t, x). Making the substitution t + t/A in the proved 
inequalities we obtain the second ones. 1 
Type 2. n! is non-increasing and unbounded in (0, d] and satisfies the 
inequality 
w(x) < AJlV(2.Y) for every x E (0, d/2]. (3.4) 
We define $ again by (3.1). E.g., the weights H(X) = xa llog xIs (II < 0 and 
p E [w or a = 0 and /? > 0) are of this type. Now $( t, . ) is non-increasing, u 
and u are strictly increasing, z(O) = u(0) =O, and u(x) tends to infinity 
when x tends to 0. The properties corresponding to these from Type 1 are 
PROPERTY 2.1. We have u(LY) 2 Au(x) and u(h) <h(x) for A > 1. 
The proof is similar to the proof of Property 1.1. 
PROPERTY 2.2. Let Ix - y1 6 &b(t, x). Then t+b(t, x) < (A,)’ $(t, y) for 
r 2 log,(A + 1). 
Prooj We have I’< x + Q(t, x) = x + dtw(x+ u(t)) < x + h(u(t)) 
= x + Au(t). Therefore 4’ + u(t) 6 2’(x + u(t)) and (3.2) gives 
$(t, x) = tw(x + u(t)) < (AJtw(2’(x + u(t))) 
d (A,jbo+ u(t)) = (A,)y(t, ~9. 1 
PROPERTV 2.3. For A > 1 there is p = /?(A2, ;i) > 1 such that 
n+(t, X) G +(pAt, X) apj(t, .yj 
ProoJ: First we shall establish: 
For every 1> 1 there exists CI = ~$1, AZ) > 1 such that 
Au(t) Q u(cdt). (3.5) 
From (3.4) we get 21(2x) = 2x/w(2x) < 2A,x/cv(x) = 2A,u(x). Set 
r = [log,, + l] and tl = 2(A,)‘. Then a(;ix) < t(2’x) < (2A?)‘u(x) < 
2(A2)rA~(~)=~A~(x). Replacing x by 24(t) and using the fact that u is 
increasing we get (3.5). 
Let /? = ctA, where CI is the constant from (3.5) for the multiplier AA*, i.e., 
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ct = Lx(i”A 2,14,)> 1. If .u>u(pAt) then (3.4) gives i$(;, X) .= Ac,v(.Y+LI(!)) 
< h\‘(X) < A,ltw(2.r) < Azh’(X + u(@At)) 6 l+hl(pntt x)/b 6 l+b(,mr, x). 
If 0 <x d u(pAr) then from (3.4) and (3.5) we obtain 
Moreover we have x + u(t) < x + u(k) and A+( t, X) = /ITK(X + or) > 
;LIIV(X + u(k)) = @(At. x) and the first chain of inequalities is proved. The 
second chain is derived by the first one using the substitution ; -+ t/(/G). 
TJspe 3. L! is non-increasing in (.Q, d] and H’ satisfies the inequality 
(f, = c(d);:Z) 
,~(x)~A,~~(Y--tOII’(X)) for every 5 E (0, d 3. (3.5) 
E.g., the weights ~z~(x)=x”~log xl0 (IX> 1 and BE R or a = 1 and ,0 GO) 
and the weights IV(X) =exp(-.v-“) (IX > 0) are of this type. Now )I’ is 
strictly increasing, ~$0) = 0. We define $ by 
$(t, x) = fW(X). (3.7) 
PROPERTY 3.2. Ler 0 < t d t,: 0 < ,! d to/t, X, ~3 E (0, (il5 and /s- y/ < 
Ill/(l, x). Then $(t, x) <A3i)(t, y). 
Pron$ We have J!>s- J.t~(x) >/x- I,w(.v). Using (3.6) we get 
@it, x) < A,IW(X -- tow(x)) < A,l+b(t, y). 1 
In the neighbourhood [d, CC) of the end-point CC jr! will satisfy the 
following condition : 
qy?e 4. 1~’ is monotone. u is non-decreasing in [a. cc ), and in addition 
I\’ satisfies the inequality (to = o(d)j2) 
w(x) < rZ,w(x + f,,l’(X)) for every .YE ldV ~~3 (3.8; 
if it’ is decreasing. 
For convenience we set -4, = 2 if ~1 is increasing. 
E.g., the weights M’(X) =.u”(log x)~ (cr < 1 and fl E R or cx = ! and fl d 0) 
and the weights M:(X) =exp( -x”) (a>O) are of this type. We define $ by 
(3.7). 
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PROPERTY 4.2. Let 0 < t d t,, 0 < ,I < to/t, x, y E [d, CG), and Ix - yl d 
d$(t, x). Then IC/(t, x) < A,$( t, y). 
ProoJ: Let M: be increasing. Then 1’ B x - nt+k( t, x) > x - tow(x) = 
(2 - u(d)/u(x))x/2 z x/2 and using Property 4.1 we get tj(t, x) = h,(x) < 
tw(2y) < 2tw( y) = 2lfqt, J’). 
Let NJ be decreasing. Then y < x + A$( t, x) 6 x + t,w(x) and using (3.8) 
we get M(X) d A,rz(x + tow(x)) d A,bv( y), 1 
The weight IV will satisfy the following global condition: 
There exist A5 2 1, d,, a < d3 < d, cd, < dd <b, and weights IVY 
in [a, d,] and )v~ in [d,, b] of some of the types described 
above such that l/A, < w(x)/w,(x) d A, for x E [a, d,], 
l/A, d it(x)/iu,(x) <A, for XE [d2. b], and l/A, < w(x) e A, 
for x E [d3, dJ (3.9 j
With L:, uj, and Ii/i we denote the functions associated with the weight 
“5, j= 1, 2. Then we set 
(2k)-‘$,(t, x) for XE [a, d,]; 
l&t, x) = (2k)p’$2(t, x) for .XE [d2, b]; (3.10) 
linear and continuous in [c/r, d,]. 
It follows from (3.10) that $( t, X) is equivalent to t for x E [d3, dJ. The 
multiplier (2k))’ is chosen so-that we shall be able to apply Property 1.2 in 
the next section. This multiplier is of importance only when M’ being of 
Type 1 does not satisfy (3.2). In the other cases we shall consider functions 
$ equivalent to *, i.e., $ satisfying: 
There is A > 1 such that l/A < $(t, x)/&t, x) d A for every 
XE [a, b] and the weights 1~~ or 1~~ from (3.9) satisfy (3.2) and 
(3.3) provided they are of Type 1. (3.11) 
This condition will allow us to give an appropriate form to the argument 
of the r modulus in (1.4) (see Corollaries 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 j. 
4. INEQUALITIES FOR MODULI OF DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTIONS 
First two theorems concern the usual moduli of smoothness. The author 
was not able to find any references on similar results. Applying these 
statements we derive a proof of the first inequality in (1.4). 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let ~1’ be of Type 1 in [0, A] satisjjYng (3.2). Then 
cok(f; t),<c(k) ,4,rk(tji/It’~‘k’llF. 
Prao~ From (2.9) and (2.8) we have 
ld;f(x)l < c(k) r,, J’k- l lf’k’(s + ),)I dy 
‘@ 
de(k) 1’:” 2.k- Ibv-k (1.) rrk(x + -vj Iftki(x + J*)I do, 
‘0 
= c(k) j-1;’ tlk( J) y ~ ‘wk(x + yj If’“‘(.u + >%)I d?-,~ 
Using this inequality, (3.2), and Property I,1 we obtain 
Ild;f(.XN p d cik) {I" ok(.) J'-llILr.k('+ .r')J'k'J;.+..jllplO.d--kill 41. 
d c(k) jib tf(~~) )'-I dv I/wkfik'j/prO.dl 
-0 
d c(k) A,o"(klz)IIM:kf(k'jlp d c(k) A,Ck!h)I/12'kf'k)llp. 
This proves the theorem because of the monotonicity of ~7. 
IP 
I(d- y)“f’“‘(y)l” & 
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Therefore 
j; ykplf~k~o)jIPdy+hkp (k+l’h;f~k)(y)lPdy]. (4.1) 
h 
Changing the variables x + d - s and h --f -h in (4.1) we obtain 
lf’“‘b4p 4 
Moreover we have 
+sd (d- y)kp If’“‘( y)l p dy d-h 1 . (4.2) 
s 
d-(k+ljh 
,A;f(x), p dx 
h 
6 Ok(f; h&h&hI d hkp iifik’ii &h] = hkp jdph h If’“‘(y)l” 4Y. (4.3) 
Combining (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3) we obtain the statement of the 
theorem. 1 
COROLLARY 4.1. If 1 < p < ~(j and w is of Type 1 in [0, d ] or IV is 
symmetric in [0, d] and is of Type 1 in [O,d/2] then 
In comparison with Theorem 4.1 we do not require w to satisfy (3.2) in 
Corollary 4.1 but we have to pay for this by excluding the case p = m. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let w be of Type i, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and let w satisfy (3.2) being 
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Progf: From Propertiesi. (i= f, 2, 3, 4) we get Ix- J!/ <c(N~) $(I, y’b 
provided K, -VE [x, fl] and lx- ~1 d qkt,b(t. x). Therefore for every 
~9 E [a, is] we have 
From (2.6), Properties i.2, and (4.6) we obtain; 
1’P 
f 
J 
-B, g(x)1 p dx 
2 1 
which proves (4.4). 
Reasoning as above and using (2.7) instead of (2.6) we get 
d c(k, w) ‘jp i+bkp(t, y) I g’k’( y)I P dy 
1 
1 
I:p 
. 
m 1 
From this inequality we obtain (4.4) when II* is not of Type 1 because 
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$(t, JJ) < tw( yj in this case. Let IV be of Type 1. We divide [0, d] into two 
parts : 
1 
Up ~!A&!; rlwHp.p~O,d, d qk(g, -y; Mt, 4):: & 
Let XE [4u(tj, d] and IX- yl < rlk$(t, x). From Property 1.2.b we have 
y 3 x/4 > u(t) and from Property 1.1 we get $( t, x) Q t1~(4~?) < 4nr( v). 
Using (2.7), Property 1.2.a, and (4.6) we obtain 
[J .d 1 
l;‘P 
wc(g, -xi vl+(c -4,; dx 
4ucr1 
<c(k) j4~~~~i”-L(t,x)j~~~;:~,,g(*i(x+i),pdzdx]1iy 
I 
I!P 
d c(k, M’) 
[ 
j” I g’k’(y)l p tikp(t, 4’) dli 
U(I) 1 
<c(k) t” /I”‘kg’k’llpCU(‘).d,. 
For x E [O, 4u( t)] from Property 1.1 we get U(t) < $(t, x) 6 tw(5u(t)) < 
5M(u(t)) = 5u(tj. NOW (2.5) and Lemma 2.3 give 
[j 
4u(r) 
1 
I,‘P 
u,(g, x; v$(t, 4); dx 
0 
[I 
4U(IJ VP 
65 
a+( g, x; 5qu(t)); dx 
0 1 
G 5r,(g; %“(t))p.p[O,d, <c(k) %(g; u(t))p[O,d]. (4.9) 
Now (4.5) follows from (4.7), (4.8), (4.9), and Theorem 4.1 if M? satisfies 
(3.2) or Corollary 4.1 otherwise. 1 
Now we are ready to prove the first inequality in (1.4). 
THEOREM 4.3, Let w sat&xv (3.9) in [a, b], let the weights ~1, and w2 
satisfy (3.2 j being of Tl’pe 1, and let $ satisfy (3.10) for 0 < t < c(w). Then 
for every f 6 L,[a, b] + We we have 
4k 1~) zk(f; +(f))P,pCa.bl < K(t”, f; L,Ca, bl, Wpkil+-)). (4.10) 
If w1 or w2 does not satisfy (3.2) being of Type 1 then (4.10) is‘ true for 
p -C OS with a constant depending also on p. 
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P~qf. From (3.10) and Lemma 2.3 we get (q = l/(X)) 
From (2.2) and Lemma 4.1 for any ,g~ W’~(W) we have 
In the same manner we get 
Tk(f: r?ti2(t)) p,pCdi,bl < c(k, I+-) K(f", f; L,, ~';W. 
From (1.3) and (3.9) we obtain 
(4.13 i 
Combining (4.11), (4.12), (4.13), and (4.14) we prove (4.10). 
The next example shows that (4.10) is not valid when p = ‘cc and that it’ 
is an arbitrary weight of Type 1. 
EXAMPLE. Let w(x) = x( 1 - In x)1!(Zk’7 f(x) = (1 - In .Y)~.’ for .Y E [S, 11~ 
Then rktf; Il/(~~~m,,p3.1, = cc because f is monotone and unbounded but 
iiwkf(“)ll,,<c(k) and therefore K(tk, f; C. Wk,(u’)j=O(tk). 
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5. A CH~R.4c-rEruz~-rIo~ OF THE WEIGHTED K-FUNCTIONAL 
In this section we prove the second inequality in (1.4) and complete the 
characterization of the weighted K-functional. In order to do this we first 
construct appropriate intermediate functions when tt’ is of different types. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let w be a weight of Type 1 in [0, d], 0 <t <u(d) and 
0< q 6 1/(2k). Then for every f EL,[O, d] there exists QE Wpk(1) such that 
p’(X) = 0 for x E [O, r/ku(t)/3], 
Ilf- &[O,d, G c(k) ~k(fi vfw)h,p~O.d,~ (5.1) 
Ilmfwvg’“‘ll p[O,d] Gc(k) r!x(f; Vl$(t)h,p~O,d,. (5.2) 
Proof: We set y. = 0, yj+ i = yj + hi, h,= qk$(t, yj)/3, j= 0, 1, :.. . There 
exists n such that J>,~ < d < y,, + , because of ljj > qku(t)/3 > 0. We shall work 
only with the points yo, yi, . . . . yn+ I where we set yn+ i = d. From the 
monotonicity of t,b(t, .) and Property 1.2 we get 
(5.3) 
1 < qk$( t, X)/(Jhj) d 2 for every x E [I;., yj+ ,I. 
Let ,U be the function from Section 2. We set ,uo(x) = 1 - ,u((x - yo)/h,), 
~j(x)=~((x-yj)/hj)[l-/~((~~-~~+l)/lzj+l)] for j=1,2,...,n-2 and 
,u~- i(x) =p((.t.-- yn-,)//?,,-,). Then xj”=d p(x) = 1 for every XE [0, d] and 
the only functions pj which do not vanish in [yj, y,+ i] are p. for j= 0, 
pjpl andpjforj=i,2, . . . . n-l, andp+, forj=n. 
We denote by Qj~Hkpl the polynomial of best algebraic L, 
approximation of degree k - 1 to f in the interval [ yj, J)~,~], 
j=O, 1 9 ..., n- 1. From (2.1) (5.3), Lemma 2.3, and (2.5) we get 
IIS- QjlIp[.y..v,+z1 
G c(k) 0ki.f; (hj + hj+ 1 )/k)pcp>, .“>+21 
d c(k) ~k(.f; 3hj/k)pCy,, y,4zl < c(k) rk(f; 3h,i/‘k)l,p~y,,ylt21 
d c(k) rdf; MN1,p~,‘I.l’,+~,. (5.4) 
We set 
n-1 
gh) = 1 IQ(X) Qj(-r). 
j=O 
(5.5) 
Now from (5.5) and (5.4) we get 
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6 c(k)” Tk(fi %4~~)f,p~O,d] (5.6) 
So we have proved (5.1). It follows from (5.5) Ithat gECm[CO,d] and 
g’“j(.u)=O for XE[))~,~~]U[J~~, JI,~+~]. Let .x~-T,j;, f;+l] for some 
j = 1, 2, .~., tf - 1. Then g(x) = pi- l(s) + p( (x - ?:,)/hj) d(x) where 6 = 
Q, - QjP i and therefore 
From Lemma 2.4 (or Markov’s inequality) and (5.4) we obtain 
It follows from (5.7) and (5.8) that 
Using (5.3) and (5.9) we get 
This completes the proof. 1 
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LEMMA 5.2. Let w be a weight of Type 2 in [0, d], 0 < t < u(d), let AZ be 
the constant from (3.4), and let 0 < q < l/k. Then for every f E L,[O, d] there 
exists g E Wi( 1) such that gCk’(x) = 0 for x E [0, qku( t)/( 1 + AZ)], 
If - gllj+w, Gcc(k A,) ~d.f; rWhpCo.cq, 
and 
IlhW(t)“g’“‘ll p[o.d~ 6c(k AI) ~k(f; rlW)h.p~o.cw 
ProoJ: We set l’. = 0, J)~+, =~;+lz~. h.,=rlkJ/(r, yj)/(A,+ l),j=O, 1, . . . . 
From Property 2.2 we get 
l<hj/hj+IdAz and l~(l+A,)hj/(~klC/(t,x))dAz 
for every x E [ yj, J-~+, 1. Now we proceed as in the proof of Lemma 5.1. 1 
LEMMA 5.3. Let w be a Iveight of Type 3 in [0, d], 0 <t < to = v(d)/2, 
let A, be the constant from (3.6), and let 0 <q Q t,/(kt). Then for every 
f E L,[O, d] + We there exists ge u/,“(w) such that 
Ilf - gllpCO,dl d 4k A31 tk(f; mW)h,p~o.cq 
and 
ll(rk~(t))“g’“‘ll,~o,~, Gc(k As) tk(f; I]@(t)),,pCo,d,. 
Proof: We set y. = d, J;+~ = 4;- - hj, h, = qk$(t, yj)/(l + A3) = 
qktw( y,)/( 1 + A3). In this case we have Ifj < to )o( IJj) = v(d) 4;/(2v( yj)) < yj/2 
and therefore J> is well defined for every natural j. Let J’E (0, d) and 
j> (d - y)( 1 + A2)/(qktw( I?)). Then J-, < ~1 and hence lim JJ~ = 0 when 
j+ CYJ. From Property 3.2 we have 
1 < ll.jlllj + 1 < A 3 and l~<(l+A~)~~j/(~k~(t,~)j~A~ 
for every x E [ JJ~ + , , JJ~]. Now we proceed as in the proof of Lemma 5.1 but 
the summation is to infinity. 1 
LEMMA 5.4. Let ~7 be a weight of Type 4 in [d, co), 0 < t < to = v(d)/2, 
let A4 be the constant front (3.8), and let O<q< t,/(kt). Then for every 
f E L,[d, CD ) + We there exists g E U’i( w) such that 
IIf - gl/Pm,) d c(k 4) Tk(f; Yl$(f))~,pCoo, 
and 
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ProojI We set y0 = d, yj+ I = yj+hj, hj=l$c~(t, );)/(I +A,). As in the 
proof of Lemma 5.3 we get yj -+ IX when j + C;CI. From Property 4.2 we 
obtain 
1 B ihj/hj+ 1)’ d A, and 1 < ((1 + A;) h,l’($c$(t, x))jE <A&$ 
for every .x E [+ y,+ r], w h ere E = 1 if 11’ is non-increasing and e = -1 if II’ 
is non-decreasing. Now we proceed as in the proof of Lemma 5.1. 
Let us remark that all four lemmas can be apphed for f~ L, + &$$(a~) 
because L, $ W);(W) = L, when w is of Type 1 or 2. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let w satkAy (3.9), ier $ he given by (3.10), and let 
0 < t < c(w). Then for every fE L,[a, b] + WE(w) there is gE W,k(tu) su& 
that gck’(s) = Cl in a neighbourhood of the left end-point a ~,ith ieng:h 
c(w) u,(t) provided M’! is of Types 1 or 2, g’“‘(x) =0 in a neighbourhood 5:” 
the right end-point b Ivith length c(w) uZ(t) provided NJ~ ix of Types I or 2, 
md 
ProoJ We shall use Lemmas 5.i, i = 1,2, 3,4, with 7 = 1/(2kj. Let g, 
and g2 be the functions from Lemmas 5.i for the weights 1~~ and IV? in the 
intervals [a, d,] and [d2, b], respectively. Let g, be the function from 
Lemma 5.1 for the weight w = 1 in the interval [d3, d,] (we can also use 
the modify Steklov function for fin this interval as gx). We set 
g(xj=~((-‘r-d,)/(d,-d,jj[l-/4(.x-dzV(d,q-dd,jj] g&j 
+[Il-~((-~-d3)l(dl-d,),]g,(x)+~((x-ddZ)ljd~-dd2))gz(?;). 
15.10) 
From Lemmas 5.i and (5.10) we get 
II!“- !i&7.h, G Ilf- g&wf,, + Ilf- g3llp[Q.&: + IF ~ZllpCd2hl 
d c(k? l$‘) 5k(f; $(th,,[c.bj 
and gtk’ vanishes in suitable neighbourhoods of the end-points. Therefore 
tkIIwkgqp<c(k, \l.)lj$(f)kg’kyp. (5.11 b 
Indeed W(X) 6 $(t, x) when 1.1~ is not of Type 2 and. for 12’ of Type 2 (in 
CO, d] ) and x > Au(t) using (3.4) we get 
tw(x) < c(w, A) tw(x + x/A) < c(w, I”) tw(x + u(t)) < c(w, 2) $(t, x). 
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From (5.10), L.emma 2.4, (3.10), (5.1 l), and Lemmas 5.i we get 
II”‘kg’k)llp[a,b, 
d c(k lb’) 
{ 
Ill$ g?llp[a,d,, + lb$ kPllp~dz.b, + IIPll,[d3.&, 
+ i II ‘k+” - &$7[dj,d,, + i: Ilsy - &llp[d&, 
j=O j=O I 
d c(k 14{ lIM::glk)llp~a,d,] + lb4 &llp[dz,b, + lIgy)llp[dj,d~] 
+ II81 -fIlp~d3,d,, + II&r, -fllpCd3,d4, + II&-fllppf*.d4,~ 
G c(k IV) tpktdf; $w)l,p[a,b, 
which proves the theorem. 1 
Combining Theorem 3.4, (1.1 ), and Theorem 5.1 we obtain 
THEOREM 5.2. Let w satisfy (3.9) in [a, b], let the weights wI and u’, 
satisfy (3.2) being of Type 1, and let $ sati& (3.10) for 0 < t < c(w). Then 
for eoery f E L,[a, b] + WE(w) we have 
Zj’ w1 or IV? does not satisfy (3.2 j being of Type 1 then the first inequalit?? 
above is true for p < cci with constant depending also on p. 
In order to allow more flexibility in the choice of the argument function 
Ic/ of r moduli in the above theorem we shall prove 
THEOREM 5.3. Let w satisfy (3.9) in [a, b] and let Id/ satisfy (3.11) for 
0 < t d c(w). Then for every f E L,[a, b] + W,“(w) we have 
(5.12) 
Proof: In view of the inequality 
Tk(fi at)) p.p[a,b] GTk(f; ti(t))p,pCdj, 
+zk(f; ti(t))p,p[d3,d.l] + 5k(.f; ti(f))p,p[dd,b, t5.13) 
for proving the first inequality in (5.12) it is enough to estimate every term 
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in the right-hand side of (5.13) with the K-functionat in (5.12). From (3.11 j, 
(2.5), Lemma 2.3, and (1.3) we get 
In view of the symmetry of [a, d3] and Cd,. h] we shail only consider 
the modulus in the first interval. From (3.11) we have $( t, x) < 
.-l$,(r, -u)/(X) bA’$(t, x) and now (2.5) gives 
If 11.r is of Type 3 or 4 then A+,(t)= Il/,(Ar). If 1~~ is of Type 1 or 2 
then Property 1.3 or 2.3 with A=A gives (,8= I for :ci of Type 1) 
rl$,(t, sj,‘(2kj<$,(PAt, x)j(2k)<c(Aj $,(t, xj/(2k,L Now (2.5) gives 
<c(A) Tk(fi (~I(PAf~~(~~~~~.pCn,~,ll. 
Now from (5.14), (5.15), Theorem4.3, and (1.1) wc get 
(5.15) 
which completes the proof of the first inequality in (5.12). For the proof of 
the second inequality in (5.12) we use the same statements arguing in 
reverse order. i 
Now we shall derive corollaries from Theorem 5.3 for the weights 
mentioned in Section 1. 
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Reasoning in the same manner we get 
COROLLARY 5.3. For $(t, x) = t& + t2 we have 
c(k Li’) Tk(.fi w)),,,~o.cc) d K(tk, f; -&co, a)), q(&,, 
d c(k )1’) Tk(L WH,,,[o,m). 
, 
COROLLARY 5.4. For IC/(t, x) = tj(x + x2) + t2 ice have 
c(k )I') Tk(fi ~(t)),,,Co,;c)~K(tk,f; qo, a), w,"c&=%, 
G c(k ,*!I Tk(fi w))p.pCO,P,. 
At the end we shall derive a result having applications in best 
approximation by algebraic polynomials and approximation by operators. 
Let IV be symmetry in [O, l] (i.e., )v( 1 -x) = IV(X)) or let )V be a weight in 
[0, 03) and in both cases let 1~~ from (3.9) be of Type 1 in [0, 31 satisfying 
(3.2). Let us denote by u the function U, corresponding to 1~~. We set 
K*(tk, f; L,, W,“(bv)) = inf{ IIf- g/l, + tk(/wkg’kJIIp + u(t)k I(gckillp}. 
THEOREM 5.4. Under the above assumption we have 
K( tk, f ) < K*( tk, f) < c(k, IV) K( tk, f). (5.16) 
ProoJ The first inequality in (5.16) follows directly from the definitions. 
Let g be the function from Theorem 5.1 corresponding to f: We have 
u(t)k 11 g(k)llp < c(k, IV) tk I/lvkg’k’llp 
because g (k) = 0 in [O, c(w)u(t)]. Combining this inequality with 
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 and (2.4) we get 
K*(t”, f) d Ilf- gll, + tk II ~.Lpkg’k)ll, + 4tJk Ilg(k)llp 
< c(k, ,v,{ Ilf- gllp + tk lI’“kg~k)IIp} 
d d’k I%‘) tk(f; @(t)h,, 
< c(k, w) K(tk, f). 1 
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As a corollary of the last theorem one can mention the inequalities 
~~f(Ilf-g/lpC0.11+~kI/~~--XZ~ki2gik’~~~~lip~0.il 
+ ~2klldk’lIp~0.L,: gj 
d c(k) W IL- gllpco.ll + rk l/(x - 3C2)k,2g’l’jXjllpC0, !, : g 1 
and 
Wlf- gllpco.K, + f k k,2 (k) II-Y 87 (.~)II,co,~~ 
+ t2” IIg(k)llpp3.r,): g! 
<c(k) inf(lif- gljPiO.~)+ r”ll~~k:“g’“‘jx)ll,CO.r.): g>. 
6, PROPERTIES OF THE MODUEI 
In this section we derive several properties of the moduli following from 
their equivalence with the weighted K-functional. 
THEoREhf 6.1. Let $ satisjj (3.11) for some 11’ satisjiVi?zg (3.9 ), 
O<r<c(w) and ldqdrdp. Then 
PvoojY The statement is an immediate consequence of (2.4) and 
Theorem 5.3. 1 
In other words all moduli rk are equivalent to one another when the 
index of the local modulus q runs between 1 and p. It should be mentioned 
that the moduli corresponding to different q’s, q > F, are not equivalent. 
Another consequence of Theorem 5.3 is the quasi-monotonicity of the 
moduli with respect of w and t, i.e., 
THEOREM 6.2. Let $ and I,& be connected by (3.11 j with ~3 and I?: respec- 
tively, lvhere the weights sati& (3.9). If ~9 d CG therr 
THEOREM 6.3. Let $ satisfy (3.11) for some MI satisjj+zg (3.9), 
0 < t < c(wp) and f E L, + W,k(w). Then there is a nondecreasing fzmcrion of F 
(for example the weighted K-functional) which is equioalent to rk( f; $(t))p, P. 
The following theorem is an analog of the well-known property of the 
moduli of smoothness Wk(f; At), d c(k) Akmk(f; tjp. 
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THEOREM 6.4. Let II/ sat@> (3.11) f or some w satisfying (3.9), A > 1 and 
0 < At d c(w). Then 
The proof follows from Theorem 5.3 and the trivial K-functional 
property K(it, f) < X( t, f) for L > 1. 
At the end we give formuli for calculating the magnitude of the moduli of 
locally differentiable functions. By analogy with Theorem 4.2 for p < CO, IV 
satisfying (3.9), n’i and uj2 of Type 1 or 2, and tj given by (3.11) we have 
1 
UP 
Iw( 2,)kfck’( y)I p dq 
I/P 
1(1-,,)“f’“‘(y)Ipdy . 1 I (6.1) 
For p = co, w satisfying (3.9), and $ given by (3.11) we have 
d c(k ~V)b%(f~ ~l(t))m,o, m,(t)] 
+tksup{I~r~(y)kf’k’(~)l:~E[Z41(t), l-U&)]} 
+Ok(f; u2(t))ccC1-u&),1,) (6.2) 
and we can use Theorem 4.2 for evaluating the moduli of smoothness in 
this formula. 
Using (6.1) and (6.2) for w(.Y)=x’, -CC <c( < 1, f(x) =xp, p> -l/p, 
O<x< 1, we have 
t(bp+lL’(p--a~) 
7 if b+ l/p< (1 -cc)k; 
< c(k 01 p) tkIlog tl’jP 1 3, 
I 
9 if fi+l/p=(l-cr)k; 
tk, if /?+l/p>(l-a)k. 
In all cases above except p = 0, 1, . . . . k - 1, the r modulus is actually 
equivalent to the quantity from the right-hand side because all finite 
differences off of order k have one and the same sign. 
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7. FUNCTIONAL SPACES GENERATED BY 
THE WEIGHTED K-FUNCTIONAL 
Let us denote with B;“(n*) the interpolation space obtained by the reai 
sik. 4 interpolation between the spaces L, and N$(Iv), i.e., 
By 1%’ ‘1= {.fE L,+ qw,: [j; t~s”-‘K(tk~f; Lp. 1 
\ / 
B;“(l j are the usual homogeneous Besov spaces and so B>q(r~j may be 
called weighted Besov spaces. The aim of this section is to estabhsh, when 
possible, proximate, embedding results of the type B;.~(Iv~) c Bk.q(bv,). 
For simplicity we deal only with weights of Types E, 2, and 3 in 
[a, b] = [O, I] in this section. Let rrl and VI‘? be not equivalent and IS 
+i’ = IV 1 ;!n12 be non-decreasing. Then obviously 
Now we shall invert the direction of the inequality in (7.1) changing the 
argument of one of the K-functionals. We have n(O) = 0 because 111r and n 3 
are not equivalent. Let ~‘r and rr2 be of Type 1 or 2 (for ~3~ of Type 3 see 
Example 2), let nll satisfy (3.2) being of Type I, and let s:;, uj be the 
functions associated with !tj (j= 1, 2). We set 
ProoJ: It follows from (7.2) that u,(N(t))=tr,(r). Let g be the function 
from Lemmas 5.1 or 5.2 corresponding to .f, H’~, and N( 1) instead of E’ and 
r. Then we have 
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and for every x > EUJ t) we have (A = max{ 1, l/s)) IV(X) 3 IV(EU~(~)) 2 
u(~~(f)/A) > C(IV~, ~1~) u(u~(~)) and 4UZ(fj) = ,Vl(U2(t))IU’2(U’(t)) = 
u2(u2( t))/t’r(~~( I)) = t/N(t). Therefore 
ht12(xj G c(w~, We) iv(t) W,(X) for x > EU?( t). 
Combining (7.3), (7.5), and the above inequality we get 
tk IbI; g(k)llpCo.l, d C(l+‘l, bt’2) Ntjk II4 g’k’llp[o,*, 
d4k M’l, ~L’~)IIICI1(~(t))kg(k’llpCO,I,. (7.6) 
Now from (l.l), (7.4), (7.5), (7.6) and Theorem 4.3 applied for 11’~ and 
N(t) instead of IV and t we obtain 
COROLLARY 7.1. Let -co<cl</?<l andk=to=(l--P)/(l-a). Then 
wk, f; L,, qxv G C(k@, D) K(fkU, f; L,, yw)). 
ProoJ: We have bv,(t)=tP, ~l,(t)=t’~~, ~tr~(t)=P, u2(tj=t1-‘, 
u,(t) = tl.‘ilPaJ, and N(t) = P. Now we obtain the corollary from 
Theorem 7.1. 1 
Combining (7.1) with Corollary 7.1 we obtain 
COROLLARY 7.2. Let - a3 < CI < b < 1 and let c = s( 1 - /?)/( 1 - a). Then 
L&(xE) c B&(xq c qgxy. 
EXAMPLE 1. For fixed c(, 8, and p the embeddings in Corollary 7.2 can- 
not be improved in terms of Besov spaces. We shall give the examples only 
forthecasep=q=~.LetO<y<landletf(x)=(1-x)Y.Thenfrom(6.2) 
we get that the z moduli for both weights are equivalent to P. This shows 
that the first embedding is sharp. Now let 0 < 1’ < 1, k(1 -/I) > y, and 
f(x) = xi’. Then from (6.2) we get that r moduli for the weights xi( and x0 
are equivalent to cY~(‘-~) and tJ”(’ -bJ, respectively; i.e., the second 
embedding cannot be improved. 
EXAMPLE 2. From K(tk,f; L,, W,k(,o,))=O(tk) and w1 of Type 3 it 
does not follow that K(tk, f; L,., We) < cci. Letf,(x) = xPk,, wl(x) = x2. 
Then K(tk, f; L,, W~,(U~,)) < tk II+ikill p = c(k) tk but tk(fk; t\Qm,, 
= cc, provided uvz(x) xPz + cc when x + 0. 
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